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MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE TRANSFORMATION OF A
TRADITIONAL PANYARD INTO A MULTI-PURPOSE PAN 

COMMUNITY CENTRE:

The thesis is that panyards are already the most successful Community Centre models that we have. They 
already are:
1. Rehabilitative- Panyards take all kinds of individuals and reform them into musicians, team-players, and 
progressive parts of a whole. It has especially done this for marginalized and transgressive youth. Pan was 
formed by such youth and pan in turn sublimated those aggressions in those youth. Gangs became orchestras. 
Pan is used worldwide- except in Trinidad & Tobago- as a frontline instrument in urban and delinquent youth 
rehabilitation
2. Communal- communities take ownership and pride in panyards. They also attract the community and 
wider patrons of the community organically- without marketing campaigns or even an administrative hub- they 
are that compelling a space. They are the magnetic centre of many communities
3. Intergenerational- regularly panyards are filled up with 4 or more generations working together on a 
common objective- from children as young as 4-9 to elders over 70. It is a space where youth respect their 
Elders but all will bow down before the resident genius arranger who may be of any age- so there is 
unquestioning respect for Merit as well. This is not something that pertains in any other space organically
4. Youth open- Yet panyards attract youth easily and always. There is always a steady new crop of players 
in panyards. Young people feel empowered, part of something bigger, and at home there
5. Educational- Panyards are places where people go to learn- period.
6. Recreational- Music has the magical quality of being work and play at the same time. But panyards are 
also social spaces which offer a number of other activities from parties, excursions, card games, football and 
other sporting activities, etc
7. Open at all hours- most panyards are open at all hours- not the administration but the yard itself
8. Inter-class- all classes gravitate and socialize and work together in panyards- from upperclass to working
class
9. Inter-racial- all races are also welcome in panyards
10. Inter-nationality- all nationalities are welcome in panyards
11. Transformative- panyards transform an individual by allowing them to join up with a national epic 
narrative as well as a pageant- just by the nature, size, and steely sound of pan- of a massive physical object and 
phenomena. It is like being in a tank in an army…
12. Prepare an individual for an encounter with the wider world- pan is all about preparing individuals with
larger engagements- gigs, performance, the social aspect of performance, meeting the public, protocols about 
venues, etc. It is about presentation and performance on a communal and individual basis simultaneously
13. Passes on an artisan and income earning skill- how many places of leisure do that?
14. Heirarchical, organized, with specialized portfolios that everyone respects and are merit-based- 
panyards encourage respect for lines of authority which are merit-based because if the side is to succeed the 
best people must occupy their positions
15. Have basic amenities- bathrooms, food/drinks area, basic storage, basic outdoor/indoor playing area
16. They are mostly open-air and encourage participants and audience to play, socialize, and engage in 
the open air as opposed to confined indoors. This is an important part of the Caribbean and especially 
Tribagonian cultural experience. All our major cultural artifacts are produced, performed, and engaged in 
outdoors for most parts- Hosay, Carnival , Steelband, Ramleela, etc. It is part of the Festive consonant at our 
centre. It allies people with Nature at a primordial level
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The first thing to acknowledge is that the Panyard is already exemplary:
 There are 239 pan orchestras in T&T. Mostly non-state subsidized ORCHESTRAS which have sprung up 
spontaneously in communities and sustained themselves over decades. This is remarkable and unprecedented 
on planet Earth where orchestras are heavily subsidized by state or receive massive private patronage and 
incentives to sustain themselves.
 Every weeks thousands of young people especially descend on panyards at all hours of the day and 
night- mostly on their own volition(!)- to play their instrument and learn new tunes to prepare for gigs. This 
again is unprecedented
 To keep any kind of musical band together is a difficult thing- no matter the form of music and the 
support systems in the local artistic environment. Thusly to keep hundreds of orchestras together with a vibrant 
volunteer player youth base in an exceptionally philistine patron-poor society is a miracle of nature
 THUS THERE IS SOMETHING MAGICAL, HEROIC, AND PROTOTYPICAL IN THE PANYARD AND THE PAN 
MOVEMENT THAT MUST BE OBSERVED, DOCUMENTED, PRESERVED, ANALYSED, AND PASSED ON

THE LESSON FOR ALL ARCHITECTS THUSLY IS: DO NOT MESS WITH A GOOD THING!!! IF YOU CANNOT IMPROVE 
UPON THE DNA AND INFORMAL DESIGN OF THE PANYARD AND ADD TO THE VALUES IT ALTREADY 
GENERATES ON ITS OWN THEN DO NOT INTERFERE!!!

With that said let us then get into the specifications of an optimum designed multi-purpose Pan facility:
1. Storage: Pans- pans have to be stored in an innovative and accessible way. One must also make sure 
space is provided for extra pans and for the growth of the band. Racks- the racks and larger artifacts a panside 
creates also need to be considered. It may be a warehouse or other type of facility close to the panyard where 
these things can be parked. Or these things must find a use within the community as installation, business 
canopies, etc. This multi-utility of these objects may even affect their construction in later years…
2. Playing Area: As separate from the stage area- the playing area must remain informal and outdoor, it is 
the communal area where there is fluidity of meetings between the band and its audience
3. Backstage area: If there is to be a stage there must be a back-stage and that must be constructed with 
all the design and measurement specs of theatrical backstage areas with the specs of a steelband in mind- 
ramps, sound buffers, etc
4. Stage area: If indoor or outdoor/sheltered the stage should be acoustically suited for the steelband and 
have options for acoustic or amplified sound. It must be a real theatre space with sound, lights, green room, 
wings, etc that can be utilized for other types of theatrical performance as well as it s a rentable community 
space
5. Food and drinks: The cafeteria area has to have certain considerations: Do you want a sitting area which
is normal restaurant style seating or do you want to configure the seats differently so that there are larger 
groups of conversation necessary? Do you want one large seating area or do you want people to get their food 
and return to the communal area where seating is set up informally ie a cluster of seats around the tree, some 
by racks, another cluster by admin, etc? Are there many collapsible seats to encourage this informality of 
gathering? These are important questions! The latter option would encourage people to return to the 
communal pan area rather than remain in an isolated cafeteria area…
6. Pan tuner: Should the pan tuners facility be integrated into the panyard? If so what is its relationship to 
it? If yes then the tuner facility must be a scientific lab where interaction is possible. Where youths can be 
inspired by the science of the process, the artisanship... The rooms must resolve the process of tuning, its 
indoor/outdoor elements as well as its practical tool and equipment storage and hanging implements
7. Administrative offices: Office, conference room, hub- The Panyard may extend itself to be a real 
traditional/modern purpose built community centre in which case it would need to duplicate the facilities as 
suggested in ACTT’s Community Centre Minimum Specs Doc which is attached. If it restrains itself to being more
performance arts oriented then the Panyard must have a communal office, conference room, and office hubs 
with their washroom and kitchen facilities with basic AV and Computer facilities. The office must facilitate all 
groups who use the yard- see below



8. Spaces for rent for other cultural groups: The Panyard should see itself as a hub space for other cultural 
groups in the area- especially dance, theatre, visual arts, film/TV, graphics, etc. Thus it should have rentable 
facilities to create a hub of such like-minded backward and forward linkaged artists in the yard. The 
collaborations that can thus result from this close proximity are awe-inspiring and are the next generation of 
T&T culture. These are precisely the type of Knowledge and Skill-Clusters that all economies are searching for- 
panyards can create this organically
9. Classroom/homework centre: Youth are the centre of pan and thus need a sound-proofed Homework 
facility that can double as a classroom that can be utilized during the day for many purposes
10. Internet hub: Other than having WIFI all panyards should have major computer hubs for members. This 
encourages people to remain on the compound and do work there. It also can drive innovation amongst the 
youth with targeted programmes
11. Community/Panside Museum/Hall of Fame with Gallery: All panyards need places of Memory- 
Museums/Halls of Fame where there history is told as well of that of the wider Pan movement, cultural T&T, 
and the nation. The gallery space is for constant community and visiting artist exhibitions
12. Library: Panyards need libraries, everyone must be taught to read and to fall in love with books
13. Rec room adult: cards, ping pong, darts, board games- The panyard needs a private space where the 
adults can retire to to lime
14. Rec room youth: The panyard needs a private space where the youths can retire to to lime
15. Nursery: The panyard needs a private space where the young children can be cared for
16. Community Hall: The panyard also needs a place where people can meet en masse but privately
17. The Tree: All panyards need greenery and an iconic tree
18. The Entrance: All panyards need a distinctive entrance, this may extend to a pan-side’s logo or to a 
possibility that all Pansides should also have an indigenously created crest related to their community
19. Standpipe: Panyards must have at least 2- 3 standpipes
20. Bathrooms and toilet facilities: Panyards must have indoor and outdoor bathrooms to deal with the 
quantities of people expected for all occasions. They should also have space where port-a-potties can be placed 
alongside the outdoor bathrooms on high-demand days and nights
21. Groundskeeper room: Panyards must have adequate facilities for a fulltime grounds keeper
22. Mural or monument: All panyards should have a mural or monument done by the best artists in their 
community
23. Parking and pan-movement vehicles: All panyards must factor in parking of vehicles, it must either build
a space that resolves it or factor relationships in with the community to facilitate this
24. Pan Store: All panyards must have pan stores where pans, sticks, bags, merchandise, craft, and all 
manner of items can be purchased. This must be a physical and virtual space.

If a panyard is conceived of in these largest possible terms with Integrity then the buildings and landscaped 
grounds that are created for them will serve the civilisational purpose of Pan. 

A Panyard must be an indoor/outdoor space with many fluid spaces in between. It must be communal and 
concourse driven rather than atomical. It must consecrate its history, its connection with the community, its 
listeners and fans, and its demographics that make it up. It must understand that it may be one of the most 
sophisticated modes of institutional social organization that mankind has yet invented. It is inherently 
Trinbagonian, social, movement and leisure oriented but at the same time work, hierarchy, music, and 
creative driven. It is a magic space whose alchemy needs to be respected and enhanced not disturbed and 
operated on. If one observes these truths the design will suggest itself and chant itself into existence…


